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Abstract: The present study suggests that series voltage injection is more
effective than parallel current injection to improve voltage quality on the load
side. The line voltage can be accurately symmetrized at the connection point
by creating and controlling a series voltage component in each phase. This is
more reliable and effective than parallel current injection. A dynamic voltage
restorer (DVR) and a distribution static synchronous compensator (DSTAT-
COM) were utilized to provide the required power. The DVR is an effective
and modern device utilized in parallel within the grid and can protect sensitive
loads from voltage problems in the grid by injecting voltage. The DVR and
D-STATCOM were used to improve voltage stability in faults. A standard 13-
bus system was studied in the presence of a wind farm. The simulation results
demonstrated that single and three-phase overloads dramatically altered the
voltage of the system, making it necessary to use compensators to improve
voltage stability. The DVR and D-STATCOM showed similar performance
under normal conditions and somewhat improved grid voltage unbalance.
However, the DVR outperformed D-STATCOM under asymmetric faults
conditions and led to lower voltage variations.

Keywords: Power quality; distribution system; DVR; D-STATCOM; wind
turbine

1 Introduction

Today, industries use numerous sensitive devices and need to keep the voltage at a suitable level
to supply power to the devices. However, faults are inevitable in distribution grids and reduce the
effective voltage of consumers. Thus, it is required to employ equipment that can keep the voltage
amplitude and voltage quality at the standard levels [1]. Power quality is important in electrical systems,
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and power companies focus on maximizing quality due to the ever-increasing harmonics of power
systems, the increased disturbance sensitivity of electronic devices, and the increased number of power
quality-sensitive industrial machines. It is also important to improve efficiency and productivity in
power grids. Power quality can be assumed to be equivalent to voltage quality since power is the
rate of energy transmission and is the product of voltage and current. Moreover, a distribution grid
can control only voltage quality and has no control over the current of a given load [1]. Therefore,
power quality standards specify only permissible ranges of the source voltage. Voltage quality can be
expressed by voltage amplitude, flicker, frequency variations, waveform disturbance, and three-phase
voltage asymmetry. Since disturbance is inevitable in power systems, it is required to minimize the
effects of disturbance on the load; otherwise, a number of issues would appear, including [2]:

• Reduced power transmission capacity in transmission lines;
• Increased loss in transmission lines and distribution systems;
• Increased neutral-point current in the grid;
• Disturbed functionality of measurement and protective equipment, particularly in power

substations;
• Disturbed functionality of induction motor speed control drivers;
• Equipment overheating and temperature rise.

Asymmetric faults or unbalanced loads make bus voltage asymmetric, leading to negative-
sequence voltage in the grid. Asymmetrical faults involve only one or two phases. In asymmetrical
faults the three phase lines become unbalanced. Such types of faults occur between line-to-ground or
between lines. An asymmetrical series fault is between phases or between phase-to-ground, whereas
asymmetrical shunt fault is an unbalanced in the line impedances. Shunt fault in the three phase system
can be classified as;

• Single line-to-ground fault (LG).
• Line-to-line fault (LL).
• Double Line-to-ground fault (LLG).
• Three-phase short circuit fault (LLL).
• Three-phase-to-ground fault (LLLG).

In single line-to-ground fault, one conductor comes in contact with the ground or the neutral
conductor. A line-to-line fault occurs when two conductors are short circuited. A double line-to-
ground fault occurs when two conductors fall on the ground or come in contact with the neutral
conductor. LG, LL, and LLG are unsymmetrical fault while LLL and LLLG are the symmetrical
faults. For this reason, balanced short-circuit calculation is performed to determine these large
currents.

Active elements are used to rapidly and accurately handle voltage asymmetry by [2]:

• Parallel current injection, or
• Series voltage injection

In parallel current injection, line voltage on the load side can be symmetrized by controlling
the injected current. However, it is very difficult to control the injected current. To improve voltage
quality on the load side, series voltage injection is a more effective approach. The voltage of lines can
be accurately symmetrized at the load connection point by creating and controlling a series voltage
component in each phase. This method is more reliable and effective than parallel current injection.
Power can be supplied in series voltage injection by using either energy storage elements (e.g., batteries)
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or transformers through other grid points. Dynamic voltage restorers (DVR) and unified voltage
controllers (UVC) have been proposed in this respect. They both can prevent voltage fluctuation at
the load terminal [3].

A DVR is a series compensator responsible for injecting compensating voltage at the optimal
angle to the system in order to cope with problems such as voltage sag, flicker, swell, and unbalance–
i.e., adjusting active power. A DVR operates very fast (in a few milliseconds). Voltage sag is a major
power quality problem that arises from short circuits and the operation of electrical motors or heavy
loads. In light of its fast responsiveness, a DVR is the best solution to the problem. It protects sensitive
loads from voltage disturbance by injecting the required voltage [4].

The voltage source converter (VSC) in the DVR generates output voltage based on pulse width
modulation. DVRs are designed based on a number of factors, such as the compensated voltage, line
current, and load power factor. The magnitudes and angles of all three output voltages in a DVR can
be controlled. To generate active power in a DVR, it is required to utilize independent energy storage
elements.

Due to the high demand for electricity, distributed generation is required. Wind power is a widely
used distributed generation resource. Since wind power is uncontrollable, induction generators are
employed in wind turbines. Such generators worsen voltage instability in low-voltage grids. The quality
of power generated in such systems is crucial [4].

Increased tendency to use distributed generation, particularly wind power generation, and the
high importance of power quality in power generation systems motivate researchers to improve power
quality in wind power generation. The present study utilizes a DVR in a wind power generation
system to evaluate its performance in improving the voltage profile. The designed DVR is measured
by unbalanced loads and asymmetric faults.

Today, regional power companies and their clients increasingly focus on power quality. In general,
only voltage quality can be controlled in a power system, and there could be no efficient control
over the currents of different loads. Thus, most power quality standards in developed countries only
highlight the permissible source voltage range. Alternating current (AC) power grids are designed to
operate at a sinusoidal voltage with a certain frequency and amplitude. A significant deviation in
the amplitude, frequency, or waveform would be a power quality issue. Short-term voltage variations
are divided into immediate, instantaneous, and temporary, depending on their duration. Short-term
voltage variations arise from short circuits and the connection of large loads requiring a large starting
current. A fault may reduce the voltage temporarily (flash voltage), increase the voltage (voltage sag),
or complete disruption, depending on the short circuit location and the grid [5].

Voltage unbalances above 2% mainly stem from single-phase loads in a three-phase grid. This
can also result from a disruption in a phase of a three-phase capacitor bank. Since unbalance
affects electricity quality in the grid, it is necessary to embed equipment to balance the system
voltage. Due to asymmetric faults or unbalanced loads, the voltage amplitude of grid busses becomes
asymmetric, leading to negative-sequence voltage in the grid. To rapidly and accurately cope with
voltage asymmetry, parallel current injection and series voltage injection are applied [5].

In parallel current injection, a device such as a static VAR compensator (SVC) or D-STATCOM is
used along with current injection control to symmetrize line voltages on the load side. In series voltage
injection, on the other hand, line voltage could be accurately symmetrized at the load connection point
by creating and controlling a series voltage component in each phase. Series voltage injection is more
reliable than parallel current injection [6].
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Considering the high electricity demand, it is becoming increasingly important to use distributed
generation to supply electricity to consumers. Wind power is widely employed as a distributed
generation resource in power systems. Since wind power is uncontrollable, induction generators are
employed in wind turbines. Such generators worsen voltage instability in low-voltage grids.

Increased tendency to use distributed generation, particularly wind power generation, and the
high importance of power quality in power generation systems motivate researchers to improve power
quality in wind power generation. Since wind is a random phenomenon in nature and the power of
wind farms is heavily dependent on wind speed, the electrical parameters of wind power are highly
variable. Thus, the design of compensators should consider such characteristics [7].

The present study evaluates the performance of series and parallel compensators in a wind power
generation system with squirrel-cage induction generators and fixed-speed wind turbines to improve
voltage amplitude and prevent dramatic voltage amplitude deviations. The calculations are carried out
under different load conditions to robustly measure the performance of the designed compensators.

2 Literature Review

Numerous studies have been conducted on the use of compensators in distribution systems in
recent years. An optimized DVR was employed to compensate for voltage reduction in a distribution
grid when a fault occurred. The DVR somewhat compensated for the voltage [8]. A DVR was used
along with fuzzy control to improve the voltage profile. They studied different DVR control techniques
[9]. Moreover, DVRs have been of great interest to researchers for use in solar power generation
systems. A DVR was employed to improve unbalance in a solar system within a residential area [10].
A DVR with adaptive fuzzy control was exploited to improve power quality in a solar system. The
controller was intended to keep the voltage of the system at a certain level under different operating
conditions [11]. Likewise, a DVR was employed in a solar power generation system, comparing the
MATLAB results to empirical data. The numerical and empirical results were found to be in good
agreement. The DVR showed good performance empirically and improved the voltage profile [12].
Apart from solar power generation systems, DVRs have been utilized in wind power generation
systems. A DVR was used to enhance a wind power generation system in the event of a fault [13].
Fuzzy logic was used in the control circuit of a DVR to improve its functionality. Fuzzy control and
traditional proportional-integral (PI) control techniques were compared in a distribution system in
the presence of distributed generation to verify the results [14]. DVRs and static switches (STS) were
compared in power quality improvement under different faults in a system. It was found that both
DVR and STS had positive effects on the improvement of the grid voltage profile; however, DVR was
more accurate and rapid [15].

The structure of a DVR consists of an energy storage element, a voltage inverter, and a coupling
transformer. It detects voltage shortage in the sensitive load-connected feeder and injects voltage to the
grid through a series coupling transformer, mitigating the voltage reduction effect. Although control
strategies could reduce flash voltage impacts, they mostly do not consider a reduction in the total
harmonic distortion (THD). These methods overlook short voltage interruptions (sharp holes and
gaps or overshoots at the beginning and end of flash voltage) [16]. This sensitivity degree can be very
important at many loads, including sensitive loads containing medical equipment and adjustable-speed
motor drives.

Most studies utilized stable controllers to properly respond to system faults. Only few studies
improved the voltage THD of sensitive loads in addition to flash voltage. Earlier works employed an
evolutionary search algorithm to perform the bi-objective optimization of a DVR control structure
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[17]. This method had two downsides. First, power grids and compensators are completely nonlinear
in nature. Thus, random research algorithms may be inefficient in finding the real optimal solution to
these structures, converging to local optima. It should be mentioned that such search processes would
be very time-consuming in real power grids. Second, power grids have different dynamic behaviors,
particularly under faults. Therefore, search-optimized proportional integral derivative (PID) may fail
to show good performance in such conditions.

3 D-STATCOM

The D-STATCOM is a static synchronous generator that functions as a parallel reactive power
compensator. The output capacitive (or induced) current of the D-STATCOM can be controlled
independently from the AC voltage of the system. The D-STATCOM is placed in the distribution
lines under a series configuration and can dynamically adjust the required reactive power as large as
the converter-specific power. The converter receives a current from the line whose reactive component
is automatically used to balance the active power required by the DC capacitor; also, the active
component of the current is employed for the desired reference level. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
initial electronic block of a D-STATCOM device consists of a VSC that converts an input DC voltage
into a three-phase output voltage at the fundamental frequency with controllable amplitude and phase
angle. Furthermore, the VSC has a coupling transformer and a DC capacitor [18].

Figure 1: D-STATCOM configuration [18]

In the D-STATCOM, a VSC generates a controllable AC voltage behind the leakage reactance
of the transformer, and the voltage difference between the two reactance sides leads to the exchange of
active and reactive power between the D-STATCOM and transmission grid. The output AC voltage of
the VSC is controlled such that it is adequate to distribute the required reactive current. For each AC
bus voltage, the voltage of the DC capacitor is automatically adjusted to function as the voltage source
of the VSC. Hence, the D-STATCOM not only controls the voltage but also improves system damping.
The D-STATCOM can be controlled by the voltage amplitude and phase angle control. Inverters in
conventional D-STATCOM compensators are switched by a pulse in each period, and the transformer
is used to minimize the harmonics. The control subsystem is designed using equipment that could
continuously and rapidly control reactive power. The output voltage of the control subsystem consists
of pulses very similar to the sinusoidal voltage. Active and reactive powers after the installation of the
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D-STATCOM are calculated as:
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The interaction between the AC voltage and the inverter-generated voltage adjusts and controls
reactive power. The output power of the D-STATCOM is zero when the AC voltage and inverter-
generated voltage are synchronous. However, when its output voltage is lower than the AC voltage, the
D-STATCOM generates a voltage-proportional current that lags the voltage by 90 degrees, functioning
as an inductive load. In such a case, reactive power is proportionate to the voltage magnitude. On the
other hand, when the D-STATCOM voltage exceeds the system voltage, a leading current is generated
that leads the voltage by 90 degrees, and the D-STATCOM functions as a capacitive load. In this case,
reactive power is equivalent to the line voltage magnitude. The applied reactive power corresponds
to the voltage. Thus, reactive power is controlled by controlling the voltage magnitude of the DC
capacitor. The lagging or leading of the D-STATCOM voltage charges or discharges the capacitor in
the DC part. As a result, the DC voltage changes, and the D-STATCOM displays the required indexes.

The D-STATCOM provides higher damping than the SVC in terms of dynamic stability improve-
ment in the power system. It can exchange active power at a larger rate. The D-STATCOM is a
fundamental FACTS device that can be used for voltage adjustment and dynamic voltage control
in light of its excellent steady-state performance. It also can control the voltage amplitude at a small
level and control the phase angle in a very short time. Thus, the D-STATCOM is properly capable of
improving system fluctuations.
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The control circuit plays a key role in the functionality of a compensator. An unsuitable controller
design may adversely affect the compensator. Thus, it is required to employ an efficient control circuit
in the D-STATCOM. Fig. 2 depicts the proposed control system for the D-STATCOM [19].

Figure 2: Proposed control system

The voltage and current of the bus in which the D-STATCOM is installed are the inputs of the
proposed control system. After passing the low-pass filters and discretization to generate voltage
adjustment signals, the DC voltage adjustment is sent. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the voltage
adjustment circuits.

Figure 3: Block diagram of voltage adjustment

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of DC voltage control.

Figure 4: Block diagram of DC voltage control

PI controllers were employed in both the voltage control and DC voltage control circuits to
minimize the permanent fault of the compensator and enable the D-STATCOM to set the bus voltage
to 1 pu. The coefficients of these two controllers were set by trials and errors–i.e., the coefficients were
changed under different operating conditions to find the optimal values. Finally, the output signals of
these two controllers are sent to generate the reference currents. Here, currents Id and Iq along with
the reference Id and Iq generated by the voltage control and DC voltage control circuits are converted
into the voltage magnitudes in Park’s domain. Then, the waveforms of voltages Vd and Vq can be used
to generate signals to control the VSCs in the D-STATCOM.
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4 DVR

Electronic devices (e.g., computers) sensitive to power quality are increasingly used in the world.
Hence, it is necessary to develop equipment to improve power quality for consumers. In this respect,
customer power devices were proposed to improve power quality in the 1980s. A DVR is a custom
power compensator employed to compensate for the reduced/increased voltage.

Voltage sags are a common power quality issue that occurs in distribution systems. They refer
to the instantaneous reduction in the root-mean-square (RMS) voltage by 0.9–1.1 pu. Voltage sags
are assumed to be the most important power quality issue that typically arises from faults in the
power system or the starting of large induction motors. They can interrupt or damage the function of
electronic equipment that is sensitive to voltage variations in the power system. A voltage sag on the
load side damages the equipment of clients. DVRs are utilized as a solution to voltage sags. In fact, a
DVR is employed as a series device to inject voltage for sensitive loads when voltage variations occur.
This is the main function of a DVR. Destructive fault currents are another problem of power systems.
Fault current limiters are employed to avoid destructive fault effects. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure of
a DVR [20].

Figure 5: Schematic of a DVR in a power system [20]

4.1 Description of DVR Components

A DVR consists of four major components, including:

VSC: A VSC is a power device that can generate a voltage at a given amplitude, phase, and
frequency. VSCs mostly consist of IGBT and GTO switches and inject a controlled dynamic series
three-phase voltage to the grid by a coupling transformer to stabilize the sensitive load voltage.

Coupling transformer: Three single-phase transformers are used to connect the VSC output to
the distribution grid in series. These transformers are primarily responsible for enhancing the injected
voltage and electrically insulating the VSC from the grid.

Passive filter: A capacitor is used as the filter in the coupling transformer to eliminate switching-
induced harmonics and keeping the harmonics injected into the grid at the standard level.

Control system: The control system is primarily responsible for providing a suitable switching
strategy to keep the voltage unchanged at the two ends of the sensitive load.

4.2 DVR Compensation of Voltage Reduction or Increase

Fig. 5 shows a DVR positioned in series within the circuit, where Vs is the source voltage, Xs is
the source reactance, Vsc is the DVR-injected voltage, and XL is the effective reactance of the load
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segment. A voltage reduction on the source side would be detected by the control system, activating the
switches so that the DVR generates the required voltage and compensates for the voltage reduction.
Voltage reduction may have other reasons. In fact, a fault reduces VP. In normal conditions,
→
V L = →

V S − jXS

→
I L (10)

where VL is the voltage phasor (on the load side), and IL is the normal line current. The source voltage
is modeled by Vsag when a fault occurs in the source and reduces Vp (i.e., a voltage sag). In the absence
of series compensation:

→
V P = →

V Ĺ = →
V sag − jXS

→
Í L (11)

where VL, Vp, and IL are the load-side voltage, bus voltage, and load current under a voltage sag. To
protect the load from such a sag, the DVR should inject V sc to the grid in series to restore the load
voltage to the pre-fault level. As a result,
→
V L = →

V sag − jXS

→
I L + →

V SC (12)

It is required to obtain V sc. In fact, V sc injected by the DVR can be obtained at a given time
by measuring V P in the normal conditions and measuring V P online under fault conditions. Then,
instructions are sent by the control system to the DVR switches, injecting the required voltage to
the grid. Voltage increase/reduction may be symmetric and asymmetric and occur with or without
a voltage phase shift. To compensate for a voltage increase or reduction, it is required to calculate
the voltage that needs to be generated by the DVR (i.e., the reference voltage). The reference voltage
varies, depending on the control strategy. Figs. 6 to 8 represent the phasor diagrams of different control
strategies.

Figure 6: Phasor diagram of pre-disturbance strategy [20]

Figure 7: Phasor diagram of the in-phase strategy [20]
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Figure 8: Phasor diagram of the minimum-phase strategy [20]

Fig. 6 depicts the phasor diagram of the pre-disturbance strategy. As can be seen, the DVR
implements compensation such that the compensated load voltage has the same magnitude and phase
as the pre-disturbance voltage. This strategy is useful for loads that are sensitive to the voltage phase,
such as thyristor-controlled loads. Fig. 7 illustrates the phasor diagram of the in-phase strategy, in
which DVR injects a voltage with the same phase as the post-disturbance voltage. In both pre-
disturbance and in-phase strategies, the DVR injects active power to the grid. The minimum-phase
strategy is adopted to reduce the injected active power. In this strategy, the DVR injects a voltage with
a 90-degree phase difference from the line current, reducing the active power injection to zero.

These three strategies exploit PLL to obtain the voltage phase. Fault currents are important
in power systems. Such currents in power systems can damage transformers and other expensive
equipment. Therefore, relays and circuit breakers are employed to avoid such destructive currents.
However, relays and circuit breakers typically have delays. Moreover, energy interruption in a part of
a power system would impose many financial losses. Thus, fault current limiters have been discussed
in recent years [21].

5 Results and Discussion

This section provides the numerical MATLAB Simulink results. Figs. 9 and 10 depict the single-
line model of the system under study and the simulated model of the power system, respectively. The
system under study is a standard IEEE 13-bus power system functioning as an unbalanced distribution
system in the presence of wind power generation in which single- and three-phases are fed.

Figure 9: Single-line model of the power system [22]
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Figure 10: Simulated model of the power system

The power system has a wind farm with 1 MW generators connected to the grid through a 4 MVA
transformer and a 600-m line, as shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: Wind farm
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The wind farm generator was an induction generator. The turbine had a cut-out speed of 16 m/s
and a cut-in speed of 4 m/s. The rated wind speed was 10 m/s. Fig. 12 represents the power factor of
the wind turbine at different wind speeds.

Figure 12: Power factor of the wind turbine vs. wind speed

Compensation circuits significantly contribute to voltage stability improvement in power systems.
As mentioned, the present study separately employed a synchronous static compensator (i.e., D-
STATCOM) and a DVR to improve the voltage stability of the power system in the connection line
between the wind farm and power grid [23–49].

Fig. 13 depicts the connection of the D-STATCOM in the power system. Synchronous static
compensators are used in parallel in the wind farm-grid connection line. The D-STATCOM injects
reactive power when a fault occurs in order to stabilize the voltage.

Figure 13: D-STATCOM connection to the power system
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Fig. 14 illustrates the DVR in the distribution system. The DVR is positioned in the connection
line between the wind turbine and power grid in series. It avoids large voltage variations (and voltage
instability) by injecting compensating voltage.

Figure 14: DVR connection to the power system

Fig. 15 indicates the block diagram of the simulated DVR.

Figure 15: Simulated DVR model

A DVR compensates for the voltage to bring the grid voltage back at the acceptable level when a
fault occurs in the system. The DVR and D-STATCOM compensators were evaluated in two scenarios.
The first scenario evaluated the performance of the compensators in improving system unbalance,
while the second one evaluated their performance under short-term overload conditions.

5.1 Scenario 1

The performance of the proposed DVR and D-STATCOM was evaluated under a 2 MVA 1-
phase load applied from 1.5 to 2.5 s in one of the phases (system unbalance). It should be noted that
the system was already unbalanced in normal conditions due to single-phase loads, and the added
single-phase load increased the unbalance. Also, fixed wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s were assumed to
incorporate wind power. Fig. 16 depicts the system voltage in the absence of compensators.
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Figure 16: PCC bus voltage in the absence of compensators

The PCC bus voltage was below 1 pu in all phases under normal conditions at a wind speed of
8 m/s. However, at a wind speed of 12 m/s, the PCC bus voltage sag was lower due to the larger power
generation of the wind farm, and the phase voltage amplitude was closer to 1 pu. The application
of a single-phase load to the grid increased the unbalance. As a result, the voltage amplitude of the
corresponding phase became nearly 0.4 pu at a wind speed of 8 m/s and approximately 0.6 pu at a
wind speed of 12 m/s. To more accurately compare the results, the voltage deviation index (VDI) was
calculated for the pre-fault and fault conditions as:

%VDI =
(

Vn − Vmin

Vn

)
× 100 (13)

where Vn is the rated voltage of the grid, while Vmin is the minimum voltage amplitude among the three
phases. The VDI of the uncompensated system was calculated to be 18% and 15% at the wind speeds of
8 and 12 m/s, respectively. Also, the VDI was obtained to be 65% and 40% under fault conditions at the
wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s, respectively. Fig. 17 plots the PCC bus voltage when the D-STATCOM
was employed.

It was found that the D-STATCOM reduced the pre-fault voltage unbalance, and the VDI reduced
below 7% and 4% at the wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s, respectively. Under fault conditions, on the other
hand, the VDI was calculated to be 15% and 11% at the wind speeds of 15% and 11%, respectively.
Fig. 18 depicts the D-STATCOM voltage injection.
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Figure 17: PCC bus voltage in the presence of the D-STATCOM under Scenario 1

Figure 18: D-STATCOM voltage injection under Scenario 1
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As can be seen, D-STATCOM voltage injection was insignificant under normal conditions. In
fact, the D-STATCOM only reduced the system unbalance and improved power quality. Once the
single-phase load was applied to the system, the voltage injection increased to prevent the grid voltage
amplitude from exceeding the permissible level. The D-STATCOM showed higher performance at a
wind speed of 12 m/s than at 8 m/s since the wind farm generated the rated power at 12 m/s, while its
power generation at 8 m/s was lower than the rated value. Fig. 19 shows the PCC bus voltage in the
presence of the DVR.

Figure 19: PCC bus voltage in the presence of the DVR

As can be seen, the DVR improved the voltage amplitude, and the VDI declined below 4% under
normal conditions. The added single-phase load changed the VDI to nearly 8% at the wind speed of
8 m/s and 4% at the wind speed of 12 m/s. Fig. 20 represents the DVR voltage injection.

As can be seen in Fig. 20, the DVR injected insignificant voltage under normal conditions.
However, the DVR voltage injection increased under fault conditions to compensate for the voltage
reduction caused by the fault (i.e., the single-phase load). Furthermore, due to the system unbalance,
voltage injection differed in different phases. Fig. 21 shows the VDI bar charts under Scenario 1.

According to Fig. 21, the VDI was large in the absence of a compensator. This suggests an
undesirable grid voltage. The VDI increased to 65% under the single-phase load at a wind speed
of 8 m/s. The compensators, however, improved the voltage, significantly reducing the VDI. The
DVR and D-STATCOM showed almost the same behavior under normal conditions. However, the
DVR outperformed the D-STATCOM under fault conditions, leading to smaller VDI values at both
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wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s. Under normal conditions, the DVR reduced the VDI below 4%. This
demonstrates the high performance of the DVR in balancing the PCC bus voltage.

Figure 20: DVR voltage injection

Figure 21: Simulation results under Scenario 1
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5.2 Scenario 2

Compensators should perform properly under any system loads and reduce the VDI to avoid
voltage instability. Scenario 2 measured the performance of the compensators under a balanced three-
phase load. Similar to Scenario 1, the system was loaded at 2.5 s and unloaded at 3.5 s in Scenario 2.
Likewise, wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s were applied to Scenario 2. Fig. 22 plots the PCC bus voltage
under Scenario 2.

Figure 22: PCC bus voltage in the absence of compensators under Scenario 2

As can be seen in Fig. 22, the voltage amplitudes of all the phases declined immediately after
the three-phase load was applied. This suggests poor voltage stability in the grid. Also, the voltage
amplitude of one of the phases reduced to nearly 0.46 and 0.63 pu at the wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s,
respectively. Thus, it is required to employ compensators in this feeder. Fig. 23 shows the system voltage
amplitude in the presence of the D-STATCOM under Scenario 2. It was found that the VDI in normal
conditions under Scenario 2 was similar to that under Scenario 1. Under fault conditions, however, the
VDI was calculated to be approximately 12% and 7% at the wind speeds of 8 and 12 m/s, respectively.

Fig. 24 depicts the D-STATCOM voltage injection. As can be seen, D-STATCOM implemented a
larger voltage injection at a wind speed of 12 m/s than at 8 m/s. Also, the voltage injection was found to
be insignificant enough to experience voltage balance in the phases under normal conditions. Fig. 25
plots the PCC bus voltage in the presence of the DVR vs. wind farm power.
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Figure 23: PCC bus voltage in the presence of the D-STATCOM under Scenario 2

Figure 24: D-STATCOM voltage injection
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Figure 25: PCC bus voltage in the presence of the DVR under Scenario 2

According to Fig. 25, it can be said that the system voltage was stable in the presence of the DVR;
the voltage amplitude remained in the permissible range after the three-phase load was applied. Under
the DVR and fault conditions, the VDI was obtained to be 7% and 3% at the wind speeds of 8 and
12 m/s, respectively. Fig. 26 shows the DVR voltage injection under Scenario 2.

Figure 26: (Continued)
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Figure 26: DVR voltage injection under Scenario 2

Fig. 27 depicts the VDI under Scenario 2. As can be seen, the VDI in Scenario 2 was similar to
that in Scenario 3 under normal conditions. However, the VDI changed when the three-phase load
was applied to the system.

Figure 27: Simulation results under Scenario 2

As with Scenario 1, the DVR outperformed the D-STATCOM under Scenario 2. The VDI was
obtained to be smaller for the DVR than for D-STATCOM under fault conditions.

6 Conclusion

The present study evaluated the performance of the D-STATCOM and DVR compensators in a
distribution system under unbalanced loads. The power system was simulated in MATLAB R2017b
(Version 9.3). The single- and three-phase loads were applied under two scenarios to measure the
performance of the compensators. The results demonstrated that the voltage of the grid would be
unstable in the absence of compensators, particularly under fault conditions. In such a case, the voltage
amplitude of the grid would dramatically decline. Thus, it was necessary to utilize compensators.
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Moreover, it was found that the two compensators had almost the same performance under normal
conditions. Under fault conditions (single- and three-phase faults), however, the DVR outperformed
the D-STATCOM and prevented dramatic voltage amplitude variations.
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